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A Structure for Fast Synchronizing
Variable-Length Codes

Slim Chabbouh, Student Member, IEEE,and Catherine Lamy, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new approach for transforming variable-length
codes, optimal in the minimum average codeword length sense,
into fast synchronizing codes with the same length distribution is
proposed in this letter. Based on the adaptation of an intrinsically
fast synchronizing structure whose properties are demonstrated,
this approach provides good synchronization recovery for a very
low computational complexity. Finally, numerical results are
presented and compared with reference ones.

Index Terms—Synchronization, tree construction, vari-
able-length codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IDELY used in modern communications due to their
good compression capabilities, variable-length codes

(VLCs) have the disadvantage of being extremely susceptible
to errors. Various techniques have consequently been developed
to limit the number of corrupted symbols and the propagation
of errors in the decoded bitstream. Among these techniques
we find the self-synchronizing codes introduced in [1] and
generalized in [2] at the expense of a slight overhead, or the
suffix-based algorithm proposed in [3].

We introduce in this letter, a generic variable-length code tree
structure with good recovery properties, that is later modified to
achieve the optimal length distribution of the Huffman code [4].
Section II presents the chosen error model. The original struc-
ture for fast synchronizing variable-length codes is introduced in
Section III, where a bound on its performance in terms of error
span is derived, following the path opened in [5]. The algorithm
used to adapt the structure to the statistics of a given source is
presented in Section IV. Numerical results are then given in Sec-
tion V and finally some conclusions are drawn.

II. SYNCHRONIZATION PROPERTIESANALYSIS

The error model proposed in [5] is used to study the decoder
behavior, that is to say the transmission fault process is a random
single bit inversion. Anerror stateis then defined as a nonsyn-
chronized state. How quickly the decoder recovers synchroniza-
tion from such a state is theerror span [5], i.e., the average
number of symbols decoded until synchronization. This value is
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Fig. 1. Tree structure of a fast synchronizing code.

a good measure of the performance of the code in terms of error
recovery and can be expressed as follows:

(1)

where is the set of the codeword indexes, is the proba-
bility of the erroneous symbol to be and is the average
number of symbols to be decoded until synchronization when
the corrupted symbol is .

For a code which is well matched to the source statistics, the
probability of a codeword can be approximated to

, where is the length of and the probability of the
erroneous symbol to be can be approximated to

, where is the average length of the code, giving the
following error span expression:

(2)

III. STRUCTURE FORFAST SYNCHRONIZING

VARIABLE-LENGTH CODES

Let us define the following family of variable-length codes
in order to minimize the contribution of the most probable code-
words on :

(3)

where and represent length-strings of ones and zeros and
(resp. ) denotes the maximum length for strings of zeros

(resp. ones) in a codeword, with . An example of such a
code is given in Fig. 1 for .

A. Effect of Errors

The impact of every possible error on the codewords ofis
given in Table I, with, for each codeword type, the number of
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TABLE I
INFLUENCE OF ANERROR IN A CODEWORDC

error positions resulting in a given transformation of the cor-
rupted symbol: for the transformation of the original code-
word into a valid codeword, into the concatenation of two
valid codewords, into an error state and into the con-
catenation of a valid codeword and an error state. It is to be
noted that each error state obtained in Table I belongs to the
set .

B. Recovery From Error States and Bound on Error Span

Considering that the recovery from an error state
resulting from an erroneous codeword also depends on the
codeword following the error state, the expression ofin
(2) becomes

(4)

where is the average number of symbols decoded until syn-
chronization when the corrupted symbol isand the following
is and is the length of .

Proposition 1: For any error state resulting from a cor-
rupted codeword and its following codeword such that

, synchronization is always recovered
after decoding .

Proof: Let and be an error state and its following
codeword. The decoded sequence, concatenation ofand ,
has either the form , with
or the form , with . The synchronization
is recovered in both cases, as the decoded sequence is a valid
codeword or the concatenation of two valid codewords.

Proposition 2: The concatenation of an error state re-
sulting from a corrupted codeword and a following code-
word results either in an immediate resynchro-
nization or in the concatenation of a valid codeword and a new
error state .

Proof: Similar to the previous case, we find that the
decoded sequence has either the form or the form

. This results whether in the concatenation of a valid
codeword and an error state , or or in a valid
codeword, hence the proposition.

Proposition 3: Assuming and , the error
span is upper-bounded by 2.

Proof: As, by Proposition 1, two codewords ensure the
resynchronization after an error state, we can derive bounds
for when from Table I with the for-
mula: .
This results in: ,

, .
From (4) and as, by Proposition 2, and

, we obtain:

where the sum over , from the upper-bounds on deter-
mined above, is found equal to

Replacing this expression in the upper-bound on, when
and , we obtain .

IV. OPTIMIZING THE SYNCHRONIZATION OF A HUFFMAN CODE

The main disadvantage of the structure proposed in Sec-
tion III is that, although it offers very good error recovery
performance, it cannot reach every possible compression
efficiency and is far from optimal average length. The structure
must consequently be modified to be applied to any given
source. Since the restrictions come from the fact that our codes
are the repetition of elementary branchesof the same depth

(dashed set in Fig. 1), we propose to build codes where
the branch size may vary. Provided the length of the smallest
branch is long enough, similar statistical synchronization
properties will be obtained. Finally, modifying the existing
tree, by using some of its codewords as prefixes, will hopefully
preserve the statistical good behavior.

Following this, we propose to build fast synchronizing codes
with the samelength distributionas the binary Huffman codes.
Let be the Huffman code length distribu-
tion, with the number of codewords of length, the
greatest codeword length and, by construction [4], even.
The algorithm given in the flowchart in Fig. 2(a) produces a
code with a length distribution identical to

after the following main steps:

• create the skeleton tree with decreasing depths for each
elementary branch with parameters and

to ensure that ;
• for each length beginning from , if ,

use codeword as a prefix and anchor to it the maximal
size elementary branch of depth (left loop);

• if can not be used as a prefix, either becauseis too
small or because using would irreparably deplete the
current length distribution, find a suitable prefix (which
exists since the Huffman distribution is not yet reached)
by choosing the smallest free codeword (right loop). See
for instance the dashed set in Fig. 2(b).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Flowchart and example of an application of the synchronization
optimization algorithm for Huffman codes. (a) Flowchart. (b) Example of
optimized tree construction for motion vectors of a video codec.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The results obtained, estimatingby simulation as in [5],
with our optimization algorithm are presented in Table II for
the two reference codes proposed in [3], i.e., a code for motion
vectors and the English alphabet. In both cases, our codes per-
form as well as those obtained by Takishima, which is not sur-
prising considering that the short words of these codes are sim-
ilar, except for bit-inversions. Our algorithm is however much
less complex. In fact, it is so simple that it can even be applied by
hand for these relatively short codes, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b)
for the motion vectors code, where the fast synchronizing struc-
ture is obtained in only three iterations of the algorithm. The
simplicity of the algorithm allows us to apply it also to longer
codes, such as the 206-symbols variable-length code used in the
H.263 video codec [6] to encode the DCT coefficients. We ob-
tain a much smaller error span than the orig-
inal one for the same average length, which

TABLE II
COMPARING TAKISHIMA CODESWITH OUR OPTIMISED ONES

means the decoder would statistically resynchronize one symbol
before the current case with our optimized code.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a new structure of variable-length codes with
very good error recovery properties and explained their good
behavior by deriving an asymptotical bound on their error span.
A low-complexity algorithm was then proposed, which modifies
this structure to obtain codes with good error recovery properties
that are tuned to any chosen source statistics. This algorithm
was shown to offer at least similar synchronization properties
for several small and large variable-length codes well-known in
the literature for a noticeable complexity reduction.
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